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Overview

Welcome to Zalaris’ review of the first half release of SAP SuccessFactors in 2022. While this is the smallest number of 
changes for 2 years, there are still over 330 items to consider across the SuccessFactors HXM suite. This is in addition 
to the published lists of ~450 “Fixed Issues” in this release. If you aren’t familiar with the SuccessFactors release 
process or are unsure how to approach it, then I recommend this article: “SAP SuccessFactors Release Schedule 2022 
: Everything you need to know”.

With a lot of Universal updates and some “opt-out” updates, around 75% of all the release updates don’t require any 
action from customers in order to utilise them. Also, interestingly, for the first time ever (that I’m aware of) there are no 
items that require Provisioning access to action. Clearly SAP’s strategy to put control in the customer’s hand via the 
Admin Centre is working.

Recurring themes are continued with increased mobile functionality, user experience enhancements and further 
localisations, as well as enhancements in recent product solutions such as Opportunity Marketplace, Work Zone for HR 
and Time Tracking. With the large increase in Opportunity Marketplace updates, for the first time we’ve decided to give 
it its own article. Not only are we welcoming this new article but also authors from our Zalaris Australia team who have
recently joined #teamZalaris.

Enjoy the Posts!

Throughout the last week we released a series of articles on each solution area of the SAP SuccessFactors HXM suite 
here on our website. In a small change from previous articles, we asked our authors to focus on the changes affecting 
end users. Hopefully you’ve always got the full SAP release notes in the What’s New Viewer to lean on for all the 
technical details.

As always, please do consider following Zalaris for the latest content as well as providing us with your valuable 
feedback via email and our social media accounts on LinkedIn or Twitter. Thanks to all of you who have been reading, 
sharing, and providing feedback on our content to date. If you are interested in any of our other SuccessFactors 
articles, you can find them all by following this link, including blogs on EC Payroll, Accessibility & Usability, Job Profile 
Builder, Equal Pay in Compensation, and many more!

Preview instances of SuccessFactors were updated on 15th April 2022 and the production instances are due to be 
updated on 20th May 2022.

https://zalaris.com/
https://zalaris.com/insights/blog/sap-successfactors-release-schedule-2022-everything-you-need-to-know/
https://zalaris.com/insights/blog/sap-successfactors-release-schedule-2022-everything-you-need-to-know/
https://zalaris.com/country/australia/
https://help.sap.com/doc/62fddbd651204629b46bbccbabf886ba/cloud/en-US/159bda31b711402c884ae5686446840d.html
https://zalaris.com/
mailto:%20info_uki@zalaris.co.uk
https://www.linkedin.com/company/zalaris/mycompany/
https://twitter.com/Zalaris
https://zalaris.com/insights/blog/category/successfactors/
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1. Introduction

Employee Central is the core module for most companies using SuccessFactors and that means there is a lot of focus 
on improving its functionality. Past releases have seen a high number of updates and that makes no change for the 
first half release of 2022, with a total of 102 updates for employee central features alone. This article is extracting some 
of the key updates which are more relevant to the user experience rather than elements that only technical users 
might see.

2. Global Benefits

This release provided 9 updates for global benefits altogether with most of these being technical enhancements. 
Below I consider to be particularly useful updates to the functionality if you utilise these features of the benefits 
processes.

2.1 Medical Insurance Update for UK

It is now possible to configure a ‘private contribution’ field for employees to add further contribution towards medical 
insurance plans, which by doing so, will reduce their tax liability. 

Administrators will need to switch on the setting within the country specific settings of the insurance plan and also 
assign a pay component for the contribution to map to, then once done, the field will be available for entry by 
employees on the relevant enrolment form.

This setting will help to consolidate contributions for the employee and employer by having more information in one 
place, rather than having separate processes for the private contribution (or allowing companies to offer it in the first 
place). 

Figure 1 – Private Contribution within Insurance Enrolment Form

2.2 Benefits Exception Emails

Email notifications can now be sent automatically to employees when exceptions (or scenarios) occur on the 
employee’s record, whether it is created manually or by intelligent services. 

For example, it may be that an employee has a life event of childbirth, and on entering this against their profile within 
SuccessFactors, they are automatically emailed regarding child related benefits that they could enrol into or take 
advantage of. 

This will help in many scenarios but could be used as a method of ‘targeted advertising’ to offer available benefits to 
eligible employees and improve their use and cost effectiveness. 

https://zalaris.com/
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3. Employment Enhancements

There are many updates for employment functionality involved in the many hire, change and termination scenarios 
available within Employee Central. Below are a few key updates which will improve the user experience for different 
roles in the organisation. 

3.1 Future Hire Apprentice Plans

Apprentice plans can now be created for employees who are starting in the future. When creating apprentices, you will 
mark them as active from a specific date, and until that date, they are regarded as inactive in the system. 
Within the Apprentice Management you will then be able to see any inactive employees within the search lists, select 
them, and then be able to manage their data and plans, which can be shared with the apprentice themselves before 
they start as well as with their respective supervisor. 

This will allow apprentice managers to be more proactive with creating plans and save time in the future, rather than 
having to update the plan from day one of the employee starting.

Figure 2 – Relationship Sync

2.3 More Flexibility with Insurance Rate Charts

Insurance rates can now be configured based on standard organisational fields or even custom fields and rules, 
meaning that there is now more flexibility in setting rates according to specific employee scenarios. 

For example, it could be that you have specific rates according to an employee’s grade or salary, or different rates 
according to job type or even legal entity etc. All of these can now be configured within the system. 

This is all introduced with a new ‘Rates Based On’ field within the insurance chart settings, where you will be able to 
choose between the standard fields or an insurance rate rule (which should be created as a business rule).

https://zalaris.com/
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Figure 3 – Apprentice Creation for Future Hires

3.2 Contingent Worker Updates

There were a few updates to contingent worker functionality, of which the main update is that you can now configure 
new hire templates for them, similar to how these can be created for normal employees. 
This means that you can configure the information that is gathered when a new contingent worker is added to the 
system, giving more flexibility to improve what details are captured and when, where variations may also be required 
across different regions or entities. 

In addition to the above, there were a couple of minor updates that include an ‘add another contingent worker’ link 
which once you have completed adding a new worker, it will take you back to the start of the add contingent worker 
wizard. Additionally, the job which looks at terminated contingent workers and reassigns any direct reports has been 
improved so that it looks back 30 days in the past rather than just 7. This will help to capture any workers who may 
have been terminated late in the system, with a termination date further in the past and not leave any employees 
unassigned.

3.3 Qualtrics Feedback Opportunity

If you use Qualtrics, then you will be pleased to know that you can now use intelligent services to trigger employee 
feedback collection, when they have had a change of division. 

This will be available in the ‘Manage Qualtrics Integrations’ function, where the ‘Change in Employee Division’ option 
will be available within the Event Name picklist. 

By adding this, it gives companies another opportunity to gain insights into how their processes are working for 
another key organisational change for employees, alongside new hires, and changes in management for example. 

https://zalaris.com/
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Figure 4 – Qualtrics integration for Change in Employee Division

Figure 5 – Localized Biographical Information Section

4. Localisations

These updates are proving that SAP are keen to expand the use of SuccessFactors further by providing further 
localised support and functionality to more countries, as with previous releases. Below I have summarised the key 
updates for 1H 2022.

4.1 Localised Biographical Information

A new ‘Localized Biographical Information’ section is available to use. It will be available within the main Biographical 
Information block on the employees’ profile and also allow replication to EC Payroll too if required. 
It currently contains 3 fields as shown in the image below, of which the region and place of birth fields can each either 
be configured to be free text or picklists, and all can be updated to be mandatory or optional fields. Note however 
that SAP have only provided picklist data for the Region of Birth field for the countries Brazil, Chile, France, Italy, and 
Venezuela. Any other countries will need to populate a picklist themselves if it is required. 

https://zalaris.com/
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4.2 Country and Region-Specific Updates

There have been many updates for localised versions of different features within Employee Central. Below provides a 
summary of the changes.

Note that those marked with * are intended for EC Payroll integration. 

Country Updates Received

Argentina *Gender field in Global Information now has three picklist values – Male, 
Fe-male, and Non-Binary.

Austria New values added to the gender picklist – Inter, Open, and Undeclared.

Canada *Gender field in Global Information now has three picklist values – Male, 
Fe-male, and Non-Binary
*New ‘Classification Group’ field use to enhance workers’ compensation code 
data management.

Czech Republic Validation has been updated so that bank account numbers are now accepted 
if they are less than 8 digits. 

Germany New value added to the gender picklist – Undeclared.

Kuwait New ‘Building Name’ and ‘P.O. Box’ fields available for home and corporate 
addresses.

Philippines *New work permit document type - ‘Persons with Disabilities (PWD ID)’

Romania *New Local Version available with Romania specific detail. Allows EC Payroll to 
be run for Romania.

Saudi Arabia *New fields to reflect changes to Saudi labour law available in Legal Entity 
Data, Global Information, and Job Information. 
• Company Commercial Registration Number
• Company Representative (for Labour Contracts)
• Uses Company Transportation
• Employee Notice Period
• Probation Period

Singapore A ‘Unique Entity Number’ (or UEN) field has been added to Legal Entity Data.

Slovakia Payment Information has improved field validation and extra permitted formats 
for Variable Symbol and Specific Symbol. 

Ukraine New fields available under the Global Information, Disability Information, and 
Dependents portlets. 

Ukraine New fields available under the Global Information, Disability Information, and 
Dependents portlets. 

USA *Gender field in Global Information now has three picklist values – Male, 
Fe-male, and Non-Binary.

https://zalaris.com/
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5. Other Notable Updates

As well as the above, there are also some key individual updates to be aware of as described in the following sections.

5.1 Workflows

There has been an improvement to the ‘Manage Workflow Requests’ function in that you can now search for workflows 
that are sat with inactive users, and also search for MDF workflows. These improvements to the search will help to filter 
down results but also improve business processes for dealing with workflows by targeting specific scenarios that are 
more important to deal with. 

Inactive employees will appear in the ‘Requested For’ field with the appropriate indicator.
To search for MDF workflows, the Request Type should be set to ‘Change Generic Object Action’ and a new field will 
then appear for you to select the appropriate object to search workflows for.

5.2 Alerts on the Latest Home Page

You should now be aware of the new ‘reimagined’ home page and how it changes the user experience for all. 
Specifically, we see that employee central and MDF alerts, such as changes to employee data, will now appear on the 
new home page as cards in the ‘For You Today’ section. 

This change in experience will give a more personalised feel for employees and they will be able to see up front, any 
upcoming events that they may need to be aware of or deal with, that have been generated from alerts in the system. 
The alerts will be grouped together, and cards will stack if they are part of the same category. Users can then choose 
to be reminded tomorrow or permanently remove the alert if they do not need to be reminded again. 

This improves the consistency of the system by following the methods of the new home page design. Any alerts that 
customers create will appear here and this will improve the user experience as they are less reliant on emails, and can 
see the alerts easily as soon as they log in. 

Figure 6 – Workflow Search

https://zalaris.com/
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5.3 Centralized Service Support Extended

Centralized services have been extended for the below sections and functions which means they will now all have 
improved error message handling; identical record suppression; business rules support; data deletion; propagation; 
validations; and more. 

Monitoring of Import Jobs has also been updated so that they now appear under Scheduled Job Manager, providing 
more detail and a consistent approach to system jobs. 

The History UI also sees a small improvement by only allowing the ‘Insert New Record’ button to be used for creating 
new records, it will now show an error if it is attempted to be used to overwrite past entries. 

Figure 7 – Alerts on the Home Page

Function Section

Imports Compensation Information
Recurring Pay Comments
Non-Recurring Pay Components
Global Assignments
Termination Details

History UI Compensation Information
Recurring Pay Comments
Job Information
Job Relationships

Editing UI Employment Details
Addresses
National ID
Personal Information
Global Information

https://zalaris.com/
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5.4 Exclude FTE from Compa Ratio Calculation

For the compensation element of the employee profile, you can now choose whether you would like the compa ratio 
and range penetration calculations to use or ignore the FTE working time value of the employee. 

As highlighted in the image below, the calculations will adjust accordingly, it is a business decision on what calculation 
and result you would like to see. To enable or disable the FTE value, this is a new setting available in the Company 
System and Logo Settings action, called ‘Ignore FTE During Compa Ratio and Range Penetration Calculation.’

5.5 Role-Based Permissions

Finally, a few updates to permissions. Role based permissions have now been added for the EC action ‘Manage 
Organization, Pay and Job Structures.’ 

Additionally, Imports has seen a change to role-based permissions where the main permission has been moved from 
the ‘Manage Users’ section to ‘Employee Central Import Settings.’ To supplement this, a lot more individual permissions 
have been added to the ‘Employee Central Import Entities’ section. These updates will help to divide responsibilities 
better between administrators and HR users.

6. Conclusion

This article only describes a small set of the feature updates that have been provided for the Employee Central 
Module. With EC being a core module, which links into most other modules available, it is no surprise to see that a lot 
of time and effort has gone into improving the functionality further and extending its reach to other countries where 
they can. This will no doubt be a big focus for a good few years as more customers adopt the solution and request 
features which are key to business processes in their associated industry or region. 

The employment enhancements and updates to global benefits described above may seem minor to some. However, 
allowing future hires to be managed from the offset, providing more opportunities for feedback, and improving as well 
as advertising the benefits on offer, it shows that SAP are listening and, along with the companies requesting these 
features, are keen to deliver not only a better user experience but also a better employee experience too. 

There is clearly also a strong focus on improving support, not only from providing new features, or extending features 
to other regions, but also through the centralized support of existing features too. Providing this to commonly used 
functions will improve the consistency of how features handle validation and errors, providing a better experience for 
administrators if something goes wrong. 

As mentioned, there are a lot of updates to consider with this release, not only for EC but for the other modules too, 
in particular because of changes required for the new home page functionality. If there is anything you need help with 
regarding the upcoming changes, then we are happy to help!

Figure 8 - Compa Ratio Calculation with and without FTE

https://zalaris.com/
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1. Introduction

The 1H 2022 release from SAP included 11 updates within People Analytics and Workforce Analytics which are all 
universal in scope and will be rolled out on May 20th 2022. Given that there are few updates, the number of new 
functionalities are naturally limited. However, some of them are definitely worth noting and I will summarize them in 
this article. Broadly speaking, the updates concentrate on two areas; enhancements of Story reports and enhancing 
accessibility and user-friendliness.

2. Story Reports

We observe from this release that SAP are keen to continuously enhance the Stories features. 
Several updates relate to Story reports, perhaps because these are an integral part of SAPs strategy within People 
Analytics. There are mainly enhancements in reporting capabilities and adaptions to display more information that is 
relevant for the user.

The first of the enhanced accessibility and user-friendliness category, is that now you can include name and external 
user ID of a calibration session subject, which simplifies access to such information. Second, another new feature is 
that now date and time when a form was signed will be shown in the Signed Date column in Story reports, for example 
using admin tools like Route Form or Sign Form. Previously this column was blank, so having it automatically filled 
should simplify things.

In Story reports for Performance Management, new columns have been added and thus reporting capabilities have 
been, in some measure, enhanced. These include adding feedback comments in the Ask For Feedback table, a 
manual overall performance rating, performance rating description, and local specific manual overall performance 
rating description in the Performance table. This can provide more comprehensive reports and simplifies efforts to 
create an overview of this content. 

Another feature that enhances reporting in Stories is that you are now able to use Stories to report the tags of 
People Profile, which is a sought-after enhancement. In my opinion, this is a good addition to Story reports and can 
be valuable for those who actively make use of tags on People Profile. Information on tag content, tag creators, tag 
owners and creation dates can now be reported on. This means it is possible to map the effectiveness of 
tag-naming or to learn which users apply them in the desired way, for example. The access to this functionality sits with 
administrators and managers. 

Figure 1 – Reporting tags from People Profile

https://zalaris.com/
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3. User-friendliness and accessibility

Moving away from Story reports and to more general updates, one that could be useful to note is that with this release, 
SAP has enhanced the accessibility of reports. You now have the option to enable permissions for Tile Reports to be 
visible on the latest Home Page. This makes the users able to access all tile reports visible to them quickly and with 
ease.

Permission to add this feature is controlled under the newly added Access Tiles from Home Page permission on the 
Reports Permission tab. This is a nice enhancement as it can allow for both managers and employees to easily access 
reports they are permitted to see, possibly promoting them to use these more actively.

Another enhancement which improves user-friendliness sits within the View Schedules page in Report Center, where 
you will now be able to see your previously selected tab, rather than a default tab. This is perhaps a minor change but 
will nonetheless make it easier to continue working in a tab, for example after moving away from the page or having a 
session time out. 

4. Conclusion

As we have seen, the updates enhancing user-friendliness and accessibility do not have considerable significance or 
impact, but are nonetheless nice and should lift the overall experience of using Analytics. I would like to highlight the 
increased accessibility to reports on the new Homepage as one of the leading features from this update, as it might 
drive more usage.

Similarly, this update will enhance the functionalities of Story reports. The enhancements will make them somewhat 
more comprehensive by increasing reporting capabilities and the amount of information included, although no major 
changes are introduced in this update, as mentioned. Nonetheless, Analytics is a topic constantly gaining traction and 
its usage is growing meaning we might expect SAP to launch further, more significant enhancements in future updates. 

Figure 2 – Tile Reports on Homepage

https://zalaris.com/
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1. Introduction

There are many updates in the 1H 2022 release for the Foundation/Platform elements of SuccessFactors. A lot of 
these cross into the territory of other modules. You can learn more about them by going through the other release 
articles. 

In this article I am going to cover the major updates that impact the backbone of the system. The most notable 
updates are related to deprecation of old functionalities that won’t be available anymore and the latest home page 
enhancements.

2. Latest Home Page

The latest home page experience keeps being enhanced on every release, giving the end-users a better user 
experience, and providing more administration features.

2.1 More Quick Actions

Quick actions give the end-users a simpler way to access and complete the most important tasks for every user in the 
system, as of this release the following quick actions are available:

• Candidate Talent Pools quick action takes you to the Talent Pools tab of the Candidates page in Recruiting, so you 
can create and view talent pools.

• Learning Administration quick action takes you to the Learning Administration page in Learning.
• Mobile Activation quick action takes you to your account settings so you can activate the mobile app on your 

device.
• View Company Documents quick action enables you to browse and view company documents in the Document 

Management feature.
• View Tile Reports quick action enables you to view Tile reports that are available to you in Analytics, based your 

permission. 

2.2 Custom Cards Based on Start Date on the Latest Home Page

You can now show custom cards on the latest home page based on the new hire’s start date. This feature gives more 
flexibility to HR Admin to plan certain activities or to communicate specific information to new hires in Onboarding, 
planning the number of days the card would be available before the hire date and when it would no longer be 
available after the hire date.

Figure 1 – New quick actions cards available

https://zalaris.com/
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2.3 Ability to Specify Permission Roles and Groups as the Target Group for 
Custom Content on the Latest Home Page

In the previous releases it was only possible to create dynamic groups to provide access to certain custom cards in 
the home page. As of the new release you can also use permission groups or roles to control the visibility of the latest 
home page content, such as: Custom cards, custom folders, custom links and supplemental tasks, being able to grant 
visibility based on permission groups and roles gives more flexibility to administrate the access of end-users to the 
latest home page.

Figure 2 – Custom Cards based on Start Date

Figure 3 – Permission groups and roles as target groups

https://zalaris.com/
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3. Role-Based Permissions

3.1 The latest Role-Based Permissions

As an administrator, you can now use the newest version of the RBP experience under Admin Center > Manage 

Permission Roles > Switch to the Latest Role-Based Permissions

The newest look and feel gives a better end-user experience, simplifying the different activities that an RBP 
administrator must maintain in the system.

3.2 Restrict the Usage of Roles and Groups in Role-Based Permissions

As an RBP administrator, you can now mark sensitive permissions groups and roles as “RBP-Only” to prevent them 
from being reused outside of Role-Based Permissions. An example of this would be in configuration of the latest home 
page.

Figure 4 – Latest RBP experience

Figure 5 – Restrict roles and groups

https://zalaris.com/
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4. Deprecation

Some features won’t be supported anymore. Therefore, you need to take them into account and perform further 
adjustments if needed.

4.1 HTTP Basic Authentication

HTTP Basic Authentication is an authentication method used to access APIs in SuccessFactors. As of November 2020, 
SAP stopped enhancing it, and it is planned to end maintenance in May 2023. Therefore we recommend that you 
analyse your current interface landscape and start the necessary adjustments to migrate the authentication method to 
OAuth 2.0, which gives a better security.

4.2 Internet Explorer 11

In November 2021, the end of maintenance was reached, and as of May 2022 it will be removed. We strongly 
recommend our clients to communicate to everyone in their organization to use a supported browser, otherwise 
end-users won’t have access to the new features.

4.3 Migration of Legacy Home Page to Latest Home Page

In 2020 as part of the Q2 2020 release the latest home page was available for customers. That means a new home 
page experience which is simpler, more engaging, faster to load, available on all devices and simpler to administrate. 
Today you can upgrade to the latest home page using Upgrade Centre, Center, however the advanced upgrade option 
won’t be available in the near future. Therefore, we encourage you to start a plan to adopt the latest home page in 
your organization.

Timing.

SAP will allow all our customers the opportunity to resume upgrade activities in:

• June for Preview instances
• July for Production instances

SAP intends to initiate Universal Upgrade activities for all remaining customers no earlier than:

• August for Preview instances
• September for Production instances

It is important to consider that those who don’t adopt the latest home page before SAP intends to apply the Universal 
Upgrade, the latest home page will be automatically migrated in your systems and you will likely face unwanted 
results.  This might include changes such as your home page won’t fully reflect your theming and branding, the banner 
image is the default image rather than one you’ve chosen, and all available quick action are shown first, even ones you 
may not want to use.

https://zalaris.com/
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5. Other notable updates

5.1 Location Capture in Clock-In and Clock-Out

You can now identify the geographical coordinates of the location where employees Clock-In and Clock-Out using 
Clock Time quick action from their mobile device.

5.2 A Single Profile Photo for an Employee with Multiple Employments

Profile photos are now stored based on the person. Therefore, a single profile photo is shared by all the employments 
of the employee. This change ensures each employee has a single profile photo and simplifies photo management for 
employees with multiple employments.

5.3 Rule function to Get Picklist Value Label

You can now get the label of a picklist value in the logged-on user’s locale using the new rule function “Get Picklist 
Value Label”. Now you can assign the picklist values instead of the code, increasing the readability for the end-user in 
their locale language by raising messages (information, warning, error).  

5.4 Employee Photo Anonymization Using the Instance Refresh Tool

To protect the employee’s data, when you select the Anonymize Personally Identifiable Information option and 
submit an instance refresh, you can no longer view an employee’s photos in the refreshed target instance, so that the 
employee’s data remains anonymous.

6. Conclusion

I have only described a subset of the new Platform functionalities of the 1H 2022 release. This release has many more 
updates related to the Platform itself, which is normal considering it is the backbone of the system. 

I like that SAP is recommending and soon forcing the system to use more secure authentication methods to access the 
APIs, and at the same time enhancing the scope of the different APIs. This gives more flexibility to interact with third 
party system and applications.

On the other side, SAP continues enhancing the user experience via the latest home page enhancements which 
include simplifying administrative tasks and business rules functions. All these kinds of enhancements make it easier 
to handle the daily basis activities of the different users of the system: employees, managers, HR admin, support team, 
RBPs administrator, consultants.
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1. Introduction

The new release brings several new features and updates to SuccessFactors Learning. Main areas covered 
are Courses and Course Home, Home Page improvements for Learning and several improvements in Identity 
Management. There are a few interesting updates coming, which we will cover in the following sections

2. Courses and enhanced Course Home

The SuccessFactors Learning Enhanced Course Home is a topic in this highlight, the updated Course Home is the 
newest interface for courses taking customer feedback into consideration from the original Course Home to create 
a final redesigned course interface. As of May 20th, 2022, original Course Home will reach end of maintenance and 
will no longer be available as of November 11th, 2022, giving customers time to adopt the enhanced Course Home 
solution.

2.1 User Experience

The complete redesign of Course Home in Learning that started in 2H 2021 is changing the whole look and feel of the 
Course Home and in this release is receiving a functionality update. The Enhanced Learning Course Home interface 
will now support the item classifications, online courses and external courses. It also includes 2 new supported 
features - reserved seats and waitlist position. Both are currently in Early Adoption stage. Currently the original and 
enhanced versions of Course Home have not reached full parity, however it is planned to do so in the 2H 2022 
release. 

In the update of 2H 2021 SuccessFactors started offering a new opt-in Home Page offering, that will now be rolled out 
for all customers. Previously the new SuccessFactors Home Page did not offer many features for Learning, that are 
now addressed in 1H 2022 release with added functionality.

One of the greatest improvements for Learning will be new quick actions available on the new SuccessFactors Home 
Page. Quick Actions is a section on new Home Page, that allows users to complete tasks or access frequently used 
and important actions without navigating away from home page. Quick Actions for Learning Administration and My 
Learning are added to Home Page. 

Learning Approvals are becoming viewable and can be acted upon in the latest home page, for example, approvals 
like registration, withdrawal, account request and others. Depending on whether the latest home page was already 
enabled before with learning assignments included or not, this might require an additional upgrade step to migrate 
approvals from Learning to-do to the Home Page. 

Learning Assignment tasks are also now displayed on Home Page with a current limitation of 20 assignments at a time. 
However, this feature is not supported for Surveys and Curricula requirement groups. Several other limitations should 
be noted here as well, most importantly, If the assignment has been changed this won’t be reflected. This limitation will 
be addressed in future releases. Assignments older than 365 days will also not appear here and for bulk assignments 
there is an expected delay of approximately 1 hour, before it is shown on home page.

For users with multiple employments (Global Assignment or Concurrent Employment) a Unified Learning History 
feature will be available. Applicable for both Manager and Learner view, it will be possible to view a summary of 
learning history from multiple employments through Learning History tile. Please note that it does not apply to Learning 
administration and People profile, where records are still shown separately per employment. 

Another interesting topic, relevant for both administrators and learning users, is story reporting. Story reports are the 
newest reporting solution from SAP. This powerful tool, available as embedded version in SAP SuccessFactors, gives 
an opportunity to create more complicated queries, illustrate them with graphs, charts, tables, even pictograms and 
images. Note that prerequisite for enabling this tool is IAS integration.

This release brings a pleasant improvement in stories for Learning, with an increase in the limit of columns - up to 120 
allowed columns in the query. With the power of this reporting tool, administrators can create much more detailed 
reports and share them with a target audience. Do not hesitate to reach out to us for more information about Story reporting. 
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2.2 Learning Administration

With the 1H 2022 Release, Learning administrators will have access to new features. Firstly, administrators will be able 
to set a Default Item Type Classification for new items in General Settings or enforce Blank, therefore stating that Item 
Type must be chosen when the item is created. Previously this was defaulted as “Online”. 

Additionally, the logic behind Class registration has been altered. Previously if two users started the process 
simultaneously a potential overbooking of classes could occur. The result after the release is that if two users start 
reserving a seat at the same time, the first one to complete the process will be granted a seat. The 2nd user will see a 
notification that the class if full and won’t be able to finish registration. 

There are 2 new features that are currently available only in early adoption – setting on item level “User Withdrawal 
from Manager-Registered Class” and a new field for Classes called “Short Description”. 

The new setting “User Withdrawal from Manager-Registered Class” will allow administrators to mark on item level if 
user should be able to withdraw from a class where they have been enrolled by their manager. The “Short Description” 
field will be visible on Class Card for end user and can include relevant information about the class, provided by 
the administrator. This field will also be available in the Class Connector and notification templates used for class 
registration e-mails. There is a prerequisite – Enhanced Course Home must be enabled. 

Administrators must also be aware that other system features will be retired with this release. As of May 20th, 2022, 
Plateau Question Editor (PQE) Exam launch will be fully retired and no longer accessible. At this point it is expected 
that all Learning Assessments are migrated to the new tool via import/export. We do not expect anyone to be affected 
by this change as assessment has been the preferred tool for quite some time now, but if you are unsure if this might 
affect you, do not hesitate to get in touch. 

3. Virtual Learning Systems

In 2H 2021 the updated allowed us to integrate with Microsoft Teams (please do not hesitate to get in contact if you are 
interested in this integration!), now SAP is providing few minor enhancements to smoothen the edges. The changes 
affecting both Zoom and Microsoft Teams are focused on notifications that users receive. 

Instructors will now be informed with a notification when the administrator updates their time slot. This is a new feature 
as previously secondary instructors did not receive any updates.

Users who are enrolled in a virtual class, will now be notified with a single notification, when primary instructor is 
changed. This is replacing the 2 notifications that were sent out previously when an instructor change occurred and 
the users first received a cancellation notification and then an enrolment notification. 

This release also touches upon handling of blank fields. For both vendors if the time slot description is left blank, it 
will be auto populated with item title, when it’s being sent to Zoom or Teams. The same applies to topic and subject 
parameters. Either sending the allowed character limit or in case of a blank field, the title. 

For Zoom there is a special treatment of field First Name, provided in registration. Previously, it was not possible to 
register when this field was left blank. Currently it will follow the logic of using Last Name instead. In case Last Name is 
not available, External ID is used. 
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4. Intelligent Services

Intelligent Services empower you to assign training based on organisational needs. It can be triggered when there is 
a need for new knowledge or skills – hire, transition into a new role, becoming a manager, i.e., based on employment 
events. An update to Intelligent Services Centre brings the possibility to automate further. Administrator can now 
configure the system to retry the process when a failed event occurs, meaning that there would be no need to run a 
manual script when fail is encountered. 

In the same way you can now use Intelligent Services to send information to Qualtrics. Long awaited integration with 
Qualtrics is here and provides us with a possibility to send out follow-up surveys based on event completion. The 
integration centre now includes “Completion of Learning” that can be used as a trigger for sending out the survey. On 
the SuccessFactors side, administrators will be able to configure an integration that provides data to Qualtrics, build 
powerful feedback surveys and check their results. 

In addition to having Learning, Integration Centre and Intelligent Services enabled in SuccessFactors, it is also required 
to have a Qualtrics Employee Experience license for Lifecycle projects to make this integration happen. If you would 
like to explore the possibilities that Intelligent Services can bring to your business, please reach out to team Zalaris.

5. Technical Improvements

Improvements to API are introduced in Learning History and Response Code areas. Learning History API is receiving 
a fix to Items that have custom learning certificate templates. With this release the deep link that was pointing users 
to certificates in their learning history will be returning correct results, regardless of whether the Default or Custom 
learning certificate template is assigned to item. 

To help administrators solve validation errors related to API, a setting that is hidden and enabled by default has been 
added. Now, when there is a corresponding code to the issue, it will be shown. Previously only one code was shown 
“500: Internal Server Error”.

A specific API response code for exceeding call frequency has received a similar treatment. When encountered, 
code will be displayed together with an error message and the time remaining where an administrator can try again. 
Although they are minor adjustments, they surely contribute to user friendliness. 

For customers using Learning Sites for External Users, integration with the new SAP Identity Authentication Services 
(IAS) is now available! This integration needs to be completed before the 2H 2022 release where the Learning Native 
login authentication will no longer be available. 

With Identity Authentication enabled, you will have the newest and most secure SAP authentication service and will 
be ready for future releases and new functionality such as Stories Reporting. Users that are created will now have field 
“User Source System” automatically populated with values of “SuccessFactors Platform” or “Learning”, depending on 
the origin of the user, making it possible for administrators to follow up and identify the source of the user. 

Learning administrators that are familiar with the instance refresh, must note that standalone Learning refresh will be 
fully merged with the Platform refresh. With these tied together, you will no longer be able to refresh only Learning or 
only Platform. This will prevent any data issues that could arise from performing a standalone refresh. 
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6. Conclusion

To summarise, this release brings several great and much needed improvements on a minor and major scale for 
SuccessFactors Learning. 

Firstly, we are seeing a complete overhaul of Learning Course Home, which is closing in on its finish line and is 
possibly the update that brings the most impact to all Learning users. Introducing a more modern look of Course 
Home, SAP is doing great work to introduce enhancements requested by the users. Linked to this there are features 
in development that will only compliment the Enhanced Course Home solution, for example new fields and improved 
system logic in the backend. 

The new SuccessFactors Home Page is updated to include more features for Learning. This is great to see, especially 
as it gives a good overview of user’s to-do. The to-do tasks are no longer split in a way that the user needs to navigate 
to the Learning module to act upon them, Learning administrators and Learners have quick actions available based 
on their role. This improvement, the same way as Enhanced Course Home, greatly contributes to improving User 
Experience.

A long awaited Qualtrics integration is also one of the highlights of this release. Despite it coming with needed 
additional resources, it also allows administrators much more than they were able to do – with built in surveys in the 
module itself. A positive aspect that I would like to emphasise is the statistics that Qualtrics is providing per survey. In 
my opinion, this empowers the Learning users to analyse the feedback that has been gathered, on a higher level.

As IAS is providing the most secure authentication solution for SuccessFactors, it makes sense that SuccessFactors 
Learning will also be using IAS to handle external users. This is a big step forward for Learning system administration to 
be ready for future releases and will make system administration tasks lighter as all users are managed the same way. 
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1. Introduction

The 1H 2022 release for Onboarding contains major functionality like Rehire with Previous Employment and some 
changes to User Experience and compliance. The most relevant of these changes from our point of view are 
presented below, starting with Onboarding process, Onboarding Compliance then Onboarding Latest Home Page. .

2. Onboarding Process

2.1 Rehire with Previous Employment Details

It is now possible to Rehire an employee leveraging their previous employment details within SuccessFactors 
Onboarding, providing that Onboarding is initiated via SuccessFactors Recruiting. Previously, this feature was not 
available meaning that every employee had to be rehired under new employment details. This feature brings huge 
benefit particularly for those organisations doing a lot of rehire of holiday casuals etc.

Rehiring with the previous employment details is not supported if the Onboarding is done manually or using a 3rd 
party Applicant Tracking system.

Prior to this release, only Rehire with New Employment was available in SuccessFactors Onboarding. It was a gap for 
customers who wanted to rehire using the previous employment details. Customers had to use manual processes to 
rehire with previous employment. SAP has closed the gap with this release.

The Rehire with Previous Employment details feature is available only to customers who are part of the early adoption 
program. Reach out to your Account Executive if you are interested in this feature.

Figure 1 – Rehire Verification screen with “Rehire with Old Employment
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2.2 SAP Identity Authentication Service Support for External Users

You can now authenticate Onboarding new hires using SAP Identity Authentication Service (IAS) before day one.

Earlier this feature was not available. Now, all users in SuccessFactors will follow consistent approach through SAP IAS 
– this means a consistent login method, consistent security, and consistent architecture.

Similar to the “Rehire with Previous Employment details feature”, the “SAP Identity Authentication Service support for 
external users feature” is available only to customers who are part of the early adoption program, so reach out to your 
Account Executive if you are interested in this feature aswell.

3. Onboarding Compliance Updates

3.1 New Compliance Forms

New Compliance forms have been added for the UK and the US in SuccessFactors Onboarding.

This is an Admin Opt-in feature that you can get if it is relevant for you.

Figure 2 – Onboarding new hires in SAP IAS

New Compliance Forms Country State/Province Form

United Kingdom - Starter Checklist for Welsh locale

United States All CC-305 Voluntary 
Self-Identification of Disability

United States Colorado DR 0004 Colorado Employee Withhold-
ing Certificate

United States Wisconsin WI-221 Nonresident Military Spouse With-
holding Exemption
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3.2 Enhancements to E-Verify

SuccessFactors Onboarding E-Verify API has been updated in compliance with Department of Homeland Security.

This is a Universal update that has been released for both Onboarding and Onboarding 1.0 to incorporate the changes 
introduced in the new version of the E-Verify API (v31) within SuccessFactors.

4. Onboarding Latest Home Page

4.1 Enhanced Onboarding New Hire Experience on the Latest Home Page 

New Hires can access “Your Onboarding Guide” on the Latest Home Page in which they can view onboarding and 
orientation meetings organised by managers, participants, and HR Admins. You can also migrate existing data to the 
latest home page by performing the “Onboarding data on the latest home page” upgrade from Upgrade Centre if you 
have not already upgraded during the last release.

This enhancement improves the user experience for New Hires where they can view all onboarding tasks on latest 
home page in one place.

Figure 3 – Your Onboarding Guide on latest home page
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Although this is an Admin Opt-in feature, if you have already chosen to use the latest home page, and you use the 
Onboarding module within your business/system, we would recommend you enable this feature for its impact on 
improving the latest home page onboarding experience.

4.2 To-Do tasks for Managers and Participants in Onboarding/Offboarding 
Processes Available on the Latest Home Page

Managers and Participants can access and action Onboarding/Offboarding tasks from “For You Today” section on the 
latest home page.

By default, only the to-do tasks that have been created or modified in the past 90 days are being migrated to the latest 
home page. Older to-do tasks are accessible in the To-Do List side panel.

This enhancement improves the user experience for Managers/Participants where they can access/action all 
onboarding tasks from the latest home page.

Similar to the “Your Onboarding Guide” feature, the “For You Today” is a welcomed Admin Opt-in feature, 
recommended if you utilise the latest home page and the Onboarding module for improving the managers’ and 
participants’ experience, providing them with timely notifications of their most urgent and important tasks directly from 
the home page.

5. Conclusion

The updates released this time show that SAP is working its way to improving consistency across the module suite and 
improving functionality for onboarding users, by introducing Rehire with Previous Employment, compliance updates 
and improved user experience in the latest home page.

It will be interesting to see what areas the development team focus on for the next release!

Figure 4 – For You Today section on latest home page
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1. Introduction

The 1H 2022 release for Recruitment Management does not contain any major new functionality but is limited to 
simplifying and improving already established admin tools. The most relevant of these changes from our point of view 
are presented below, starting with Recruiting Management, Recruiting Marketing, and then Recruiting Posting. 

2. Recruiting Management

2.1 Anonymise Selected Job Applications in Recruiting

With this feature, you can create a purge request to anonymise job applications that were missed during initial 
anonymisation without the need to contact Product Support. While creating a purge request for inactive job 
applications, a new option has been added “Selected Job Applications,” which anonymises the sensitive data on a list 
of job applications that you can upload in csv format.

Prior to this release, if you missed job applications during initial anonymisation, you needed to contact product support 
for purging. Using this feature, you can do it yourself without contacting product support.

Figure 1 – Create a New Purge Request
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2.2 Automatic Upgrade to Autocomplete Search

The ‘Autocomplete Search’ feature is now enabled for all customers. Earlier it was disabled for some customers.

With this update, the search feature has improved, and you can find relevant employees in the forms for Job 
Requisition, Offer, Interview, or any other page within SuccessFactors Recruiting.

Without autocomplete search, you can only search users with single assignments. This feature benefits organisations 
where multiple assignments are used.

Figure 2 – Autocomplete Search for users with Single and Multiple Assignments

2.3 Migration of Job Role Tags from Job Description Manager to Job Profile 
Builder in Recruiting

This enhancement makes it easier to switch from Job Description Manager (JDM) to Job Profile Builder (JPB). Some 
organisations are still using Job Description Manager and this enhancement will help them as they move to Job Profile 
Builder, as they don’t have to manually migrate job role tags. 

Once this update is available in your system, when the setting ‘Use Job Profiles in Requisitions’ is enabled in Manage 
Recruiting settings to activate JPB, it will now automatically run a background job to migrate the job role tags over.

The move to Job Profile Builder is mandatory as SAP move towards using the Centre of Capabilities functionality.
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Figure 3 – Typehead in Candidate Profile

2.4 Typehead Support for Picklist fields in Recruiting

This feature simplifies the process of searching for a picklist value. Typehead is now supported for standard and 
custom picklist fields in Candidate Profile and Job Application templates. By introducing Typehead for picklists, it 
improves the user experience by showing users the value that might be relevant so that they avoid scrolling through 
exceptionally long lists. As the user starts typing, the picklist will present matching values which the user can then 
select.

Note that this is not currently supported for the following pages:
• Create Account
• Job Search
• Recruiter facing pages

2.5 Added HardstopStatus Field to Story Reports

Standard field ‘hardstopstatus’ is now reportable in Story Reports.

This Job Requisition field is used in third-party assessment integrations, where it indicates the status beyond which a 
candidate cannot proceed in the application pipeline.

For example, when the recruiter moves a candidate to a status past the Hard Stop status, the system validates whether 
there are any assessments that should be triggered for that candidate. If yes, the status change is allowed, or else the 
candidate cannot move past that status until all the assessments are completed. By including this field, it closes the 
gap with which statuses could be reported on. 
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3. Recruiting Marketing

3.1 Auto populated Subject Line in Recruiting Email Campaigns

Using this enhancement, when you create a new email campaign in SuccessFactors Recruiting, the email Subject Line 
will automatically populate.

It is now possible to write and save a subject line in Email Campaign Content Templates which means that now, you do 
not have to manually enter text in the subject field for each campaign email. 

Note that the subject line will still be editable should you wish to adjust for individual email campaigns, and the field 
has moved position to keep it more in line with the content template and content fields. 

Figure 4 – Hard Stop Status field in Story Reports

Figure 5 – Autopopulated Subject line in Create Email Campaign screen
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4. Recruiting Posting

4.1 New Manual User Synchronisation in Recruiting Posting

Administrators can now allow new users to access job posting tools by manually synchronising them from 
SuccessFactors Platform to Recruiting Posting. Administrators now have a button for manual synchronisation.

The job which processes this automatically runs once a day and therefore customers had to wait for the users to 
appear in Recruiting Posting the next day. Using this feature, customers will be able to process users manually if they 
cannot afford to wait.

4.2 Post Externally Posted Private Jobs to Job Boards

Now, it is not required to post jobs on external career sites before posting them to Job Boards. With this new 
enhancement, you can either post jobs to External Career Site or External Private Posting and then post them to Job 
Boards.

Note that this requires the appropriately named setting ‘Allow Recruiters to post the externally posted private jobs to 
the job boards’ to be enabled within the settings of Manage Recruiting Posting.

5. Conclusion

The updates released this time show that SAP is working its way to improving consistency across the module suite 
and improve functionality for admin and users-by introducing typehead support in picklists for candidates, and making 
it easy for recruiters and administrators by including new updates such as auto populated subject lines in Email 
Campaigns, and allowing us to manually synchronise users in Recruiting Posting.
 
Personally, I had hoped there would be more enhancements for us to feast our eyes over. I would have especially liked 
to see more efforts on improving the user interface and experience for both recruiters and candidates through the 
whole recruitment process. It will be interesting to see what areas the development team focus on for the next release! 

Figure 6 – Recruiting Posting screen with Synchronise Users button
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1. Introduction

This document covers some of the major enhancements selected from those introduced in the 1H 2022 release for 
SuccessFactors Performance and Goals Management (PMGM). 

Several of those enhancements are related to the 360-Review Multirater and thereby show that this process plays a 
vital role and is becoming more and more important for Success Factors employees and managers. Especially the SAP 
Fiori Version, getting improved to approximate v11.

With 27 enhancements in total, as many as 10 are set as universal changes, they provide valuable process 
improvements across the globe to PMGM users.

In this document 7 major changes are described which highlight different features regarding Multi-Rater, Form 
Assessment, Goal Management and Calibration.

2. Multi-Rater 360-Review

The new major features implemented in 1H 2022 release 360-Review process are described.

2.1 Improved Experience of Using Reminders in 360-Review - SAP Fiori 
Version

In the 360-Review process, not all participants are equally interested nor dedicated to provide feedback to the process 
subject due to many reasons. Therefore, sending out reminders to those who have yet not provided feedback is a 
frequent action that process owners need to complete during the process.

Making this step easy and user-friendly for the process owners, it simplifies how 360-Reviews are organised and 
therefore make it more efficient.

In the current release the new buttons are implemented. They are used to send reminders to those participants on 
360-Review forms who have not given their feedback. The previous Send Reminder icons have been replaced with 
new buttons that provide better clarity.

When a 360-Review form is in the Evaluation Summary section, it is possible to choose the new Send Reminder or 
Send Reminder to All buttons, so the users can simply send reminders to those single or even multiple participants that 
haven’t yet provided their feedback.

Figure 1 – Send Reminder button in 360-Review 
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Figure 2 – Recall button in 360-Review Completed Forms

Figure 3 – Participants on Anonymous Forms in 360-Review

2.2 Participants able to Recall Completed Forms in 360-Reviews 
- SAP Fiori Version

In the 360-Review process it may occur that participants providing and then submitting their feedback to the 
subject (the person who receives the feedback) would like to change the answers already given. By participants it is 
understood as all users other than process owners, managers, employees, HR representatives, or approvers. 

To answer, the participants need to recall the 360 form, the new ‘Recall’ button is provided in the ‘Action’ columns of 
the Evaluation Summary. By clicking on the button, the already completed form is sent back to the Inbox folder of the 
user and can be corrected, answered and sent again.

What is important to say is that this enhancement came from a Customer Community idea, which shows the constant 
involvement and input of SuccessFactors users to improve the product.

2.3 Process Owners Able to See Participants on Anonymous Forms in 
360-Review - SAP Fiori Version

During the 360-Review, the process owners (users responsible for process realisation and completion) may need 
to see the participants (feedback providers) that have already given evaluation feedback. This is also required on 
anonymous 360-Review forms.

The enhancement introduces this possibility also in the anonymous process. When the process (and form) is in the 
Evaluation, Signature or Completed stages, the process owner can see the participants basis information on the Rater 
List of the form. That information includes employee name, email, department, and category (like: Managers, Peers, 
Externals etc.).

This functionality gives the process owners quick and easy access to key information about participants of a form that 
can improve the process coordination and speed-up the process realisation.
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3. Performance process - Form Assessment

This section of the document describes some enhancement implemented in the current release to Performance 
Forms.

3.1 View Achievements and Feedback on Forms on iOS and Android Mobile 
Apps. Mobile application

In the current business environment employees and managers flexibility and mobility plays a vital role and can create 
market advantages. It is also related to HR processes including providing feedback, giving instructions and perceive 
employees’ achievements.

To answer the need for market competitiveness related to Human Capital Management in the current release, the iOS 
and Android enhancements for SAP SuccessFactors Mobile applications have been implemented. The managers can 
view employees’ achievements and feedback that are linked to employees’ goals for Performance Management form.

In case the Achievements are linked to employees’ goals the managers or other reviewers can see employees 
Achievements in the Mobile application, including achievement details. Having received the feedback related to 
achievements, they can see feedback information also comprising of their details.

Figure 4 – Achievement and Feedback in mobile application
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3.2 Restrict Data Access of Inactive Users’ Forms

This system enhancement was introduced to comply with data privacy and protection standards. This functionality 
answers the business needs to the Performance Forms for the employees that are no longer active. Such forms cannot 
be visible for the following Success Factors features and functionalities:

• Form folders (it is possible to see the list of performance forms, but no details of the pages) 
• Team Overview
• Stack Ranker
• Home page (In the latest home page, users can view to-dos for reviewing inactive users’ performance, but cannot 

view details of the forms.)

The previous version didn’t contain such permissions preventing users from accessing data of inactive users’ forms.

4. Goal Management

This chapter covers the new, major feature implemented in 1H 2022 release related to Goal Management.

4.1 Create and Edit Goals in Non-Goal Management Modules 

For SuccessFactors users (like managers, employees, business partners and others) of the Goal Management process, 
the template used to create and describe details of the goal is very well known. Such Template includes sections like 
Goals Description, Status, Validity Period, Completion, and many others.

Due to this broad knowledge of Goals Description within the company, SuccessFactors extends in this 1H 2022 
release the functionality to some non-Goal Management modules. Hence the well-known Goal Template can be used 
to create and edit goals using a dialog screen popping up in the non-Goal Management modules.

The recently added modules to use the latest Goal Management Template are:

• Career Development
• Continuous Performance Management
• Multirater
• People Profile
• Performance Management
• Succession

Figure 5 – Goal template in non-Goal Modules
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5. Calibration session

This chapter covers an enhancement related to Calibration Sessions. 

5.1 Enhancement to Guidelines Enforcement

During Calibration sessions managers and business partners may need to create more guidelines than just the 
standard (like: Outstanding, Good, Poor, etc.).
To address those business needs, more guidelines scenarios have been introduced to support the Calibration 
functionality in this release.

When the calibration session is finalised individually, in addition to the standard guidelines, guideline enforcements 
now support in three more scenarios:

• More than one rating is included in a guideline and can be defined with a rating group. For instance, the total 
number should be 30%, covering subjects with outstanding and good performance (Outstanding + Good = 30%).

• An operator other than “=” is configured in a guideline. The user can define the guideline with a rating range. For 
instance, the sum of all subjects with outstanding performance should be between 5% and 10% (Outstanding is 
between 5% and 10%).

• Not all ratings necessarily have a guideline. For instance, a 10% guideline for subjects with outstanding 
performance is defined, whereas no guideline is defined for other ratings.

When the distribution of subjects doesn’t meet a guideline of the above-mentioned definitions, the user cannot finalise 
the sessions. In the previous session, these sessions could be finalised even when Guidelines Enforcement was 
enabled. This new functionality helps to better control the calibration process and its distribution.

This enhancement has been built to ensure a consistent system behaviour of enforcing distribution guidelines in all 
calibration sessions.

It’s important to mention, that this enhancement applies only to finalising sessions individually. Guideline enforcement 
in finalising multiple sessions and will be enhanced in a future release.

6. Conclusion

Some Performance and Goals Management functionality enhancements in this 1H 2022 are universal which can be 
usable and beneficial for most of the users across the globe. 

Some of the functionalities I have described in this article, have come from customer recommendations through SAP 
“Customer Influence” platform. This highlights SAP SuccessFactors continued and dedicated response to their client 
needs – a factor we have all become accustomed to from SAP.

The list of enhancements described here is not the full list of improvements from the 1H 2022 release for PMGM. But 
these are my objective selections, that I find especially interesting, like the Multi-Rater 360-Review.

For more information about SuccessFactors I kindly ask you, the readers of this article, to visit our Zalaris homepage, 
where we can provide you with more information.
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1. Introduction

The 1H 2022 SAP SuccessFactors Succession and Development Release provides more flexibility to customers with 
regards to capability selection, as well as providing opportunities for administrators to utilise Qualtrics across more 
areas of the SAP SuccessFactors Succession and Development module to gain insights from their teams at the 
moments that matter.

This release also sees a greater level of control for users to view Job roles, and competencies with defined target 
population across more areas of the Succession and Development modules, providing administrators peace of mind 
regarding segregation of duties.

2. Career Development Planning

2.1 New Actions Available in Action Search Bar

This release sees new actions available directly from the action search bar for Mentoring, Development Goals, and The 
Career Worksheet. In the Action Bar/Global Search Box, users will find additional ‘actions’ for which they can search, 
allowing instant navigation to said action product page.

The new actions are:
• Sign up for mentoring programs
• Review and update mentoring activities
• Update status of development goals
• Add learning activities to development goals
• Delete development goals
• Search for target roles in Career Worksheet
• Launch role readiness assessment in Career Worksheet
• Create development goals in Career Worksheet
• Add learning activities in Career Worksheet

This feature will allow users to navigate directly to the relevant product page, reducing the number of clicks needed to 
get to key actions.

Figure 1 – New Actions within Action Bar/Global Search Bar
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Figure 2 – How it looked before; expected rating of N/A

Figure 3 – How it looks now; expected rating of 0 (the lowest value of the scale)

2.2 0% Expected Rating Now the Lowest Rating in Career Worksheet

To help eliminate confusion and align more closely to customer processes, this enhancement allows customers to set 
a competency’s expected rating as 0% in Manage Job Profile Content. Using a 1-5 rating scale, with 0% as expected 
rating, we would see an expected rating of 1 for the given competency. Previously using the same example, we would 
see N/A. N/A was also visible if no expected rating was provided. This enhancement now provides clarity whilst 
eliminating confusion around the Career Worksheets expected ratings.

Configuration Requirements:

1. Job Profile Builder has been enabled

2.3 Use Capability Picker in Job Profile Builder, Performance & Goals, and 
Succession & Development

Users can now use the Capability Picker to add competencies in Job Profile Builder, Performance & Goals, and 
Succession & Development. Competencies can be selected by either competency libraries (defined by the customer), 
by job roles (also defined by the customer), or by keyword search. Capability Picker replaces ‘New Competency Picker’ 
from previous releases.
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Figure 4 – Capability Picker illustrating role hierarchy and search box

Product Module Use Case Prerequisites

Succession & 
Development

Career 
Development

Users can use the Capability 
Picker to add competencies 
to development goals in the 
latest Goal Management.

• The latest Goal 
        Management is enabled.

• The show-competency-browser 
        switch is configured in 
        development goal 
        plan templates

Succession & 
Development

Succession 
Planning

Users can use the Capability 
Picker to add competencies 
as search criteria in talent 
search.

• Job Profile Builder is enabled 
and data migration to Job Profile 
Builder is successful.

• Enable Capability Picker is se-
lected in Talent Search Settings 
in Admin Centre.

Job Profile Builder Job Profile 
Builder

Users can use the Capability 
Picker to add competencies 
from the Manage Job Pro-
files page.

• Job Profile Builder

Table 1: A summary of use cases by module
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3. Succession Planning

3.1 Enhanced Permission Control for Searching Positions by Roles and 
Families

When using the succession module, locating a position by browsing job roles will yield only job roles for which 
you have permission to view. Permission to view roles will be dependent on your defined target population. This is 
applicable for the following scenarios:

1. When you open a nomination dialogue through the nomination section in Succession Talent Cards.
2. When you open a nomination dialogue through the nomination block in People Profile.

Configuration Requirements:

1. Job Profile builder has been enabled
2. Data migration from Job Description Manager to Job Profile Builder is completed.

This replaces the ability for users to view all job families and job roles when browsing positions in the aforementioned 
scenarios.

3.2 Enhancement to Guidelines Enforcement

This release sees more functionality added to the enforcement of guidelines within calibration sessions. When 
enforcement of guidelines is activated, calibration session facilitators will find that, in addition to the standard/existing 
enforcement guidelines, three more scenarios have now been added:

1. More than one rating is included in a guideline. For example, 30% of the total number of subjects must have a 
rating of either outstanding performance or good performance. (Outstanding + Good = 30%).

2. An operator other than “=” is configured in a guideline. For example, the number of subjects with outstanding 
performance should be between 5% and 10%.

3. Only some ratings have a guideline. For example, outstanding performance has a 10% guideline, with no other 
guideline set for other ratings.

When individually finalising sessions (note: mass finalisation is not included), if distribution of subjects does not meet a 
guideline above or standard guideline, the session will not be finalised.

Customers that don’t currently enforce guidelines could revisit their setup as this new feature introduces greater 
flexibility, therefore you aren’t bound by such robust guidelines. Guidelines are something we encourage to ensure fair 
and evenly distributed ratings and allow some greater challenge when you see skewed distributions.

4. Conclusion

This release has seen functionality enhanced across several areas of the Succession and Development module. The 
theme for this release aligns closely with the H2 2021 release where-by enhancements provide minimal, but effective 
change, in anticipation for the Opportunity Marketplace to develop further. 

As releases happen over the next year, we will find sub-modules such as Mentoring, Career Path, and Career 
Worksheet, tie in more tightly with the Opportunity Marketplace offerings.
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1. Introduction

Since the inception of Opportunity Marketplace in 2021, SAP have worked quickly to build out both the functionality 
that it offers and also the integration between it and the pre-existing Talent Modules. The 1H 2022 release brings some 
great new features and improves integration and navigation between the modules providing superior navigation.

The key highlights are highlighted below.

2. Opportunity Marketplace Assignments

Improving the assignment process within Opportunity Marketplace has been a focal point of this release including how 
assignments are made, who can make assignments and providing greater control over the assignment process.

2.1 Assignment Offer Approvals 

When an employee is offered an assignment through Opportunity Marketplace, you can now enable an approval 
process for them to ‘accept the offer’.

When an offer is generated, Opportunity Marketplace can send an ‘offer’ through to the employee for them to accept 
or decline, once they accept, it can then route to their line manager for them to review and accept or decline. The 
acceptance process is done through email notifications which direct user to the Latest Home Page.

The key benefit to this new feature is to follow a more formal ‘offer’ process when an assignment is made and also to 
give the line manager visibility of what is occurring and provide them the ability to have input.

Figure 1 – Assignment Approval on the Latest Home Page
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Figure 2 – Assignment Approval on the iOS Mobile Application

Figure 3 – Create and View Assignments in Role-Based Permissions

If Opportunity Marketplace is enabled on the Mobile Application, it will also be available on the Mobile App for both 
iOS and Android.

2.2 Role-Based Permissions for Certain Assignment Types

‘Create Assignments’ and ‘View Assignments’ can now be created as specific permissions within role-based 
permissions allowing you to control who can view and create assignments for specific assignment types. 
This allows greater control over who can assign, for example, Leadership assignments vs Project Assignments.
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2.3 Capability Information available within Opportunity Marketplace 
Assignment

An Assignment Owner is now able to see the description of a Capability/Competency including the proficiency 
levels when they are creating assignments. Applicants can also navigate to the capability details page of their own 
capabilities by choosing these capabilities on the ‘Assignment Details’ page. 

Introducing more visibility of the capabilities involved with each Assignment provides a lot more transparency around 
not only what the assignee would be gaining from taking on an assignment, but also what the assignment owner 
should be ensuring the assignee gains from the experience. 

2.4 Email Notification for Specific Assignment Types

Email notifications can now be enabled for specific assignment types. Email notifications can be sent for the following 
scenarios:

• Assignment Owner’s Line Manager can receive a notification when the assignment owner publishes an 
assignment 

• The Applicant’s Line Manager can receive an email notification when the applicant applies for an assignment 
• The Applicant’s Line Manager can receive an email notification when the applicant accepts an offer

The email notifications can be enabled per assignment type and based upon the above scenarios with the aim of 
keeping Line Managers more informed through the process and encourage the right conversations to take place.

Figure 4 – Capability Details within an Assignment
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Figure 5 – Capability Filter in Opportunity Marketplace

Figure 6 – Unavailable Opportunity within Manage My Opportunities

2.6 Capability Proficiency Level Now Optional During Assignment Creation

When an Assignment Owner is creating an assignment in Opportunity Marketplace, they no longer have to complete 
the Proficiency Level field under Capabilities. Proficiency Level was previously mandatory but has been made optional 
to make assignment setup easier, particularly if the assignment owner is not comfortable in assigning a proficiency 
level.

2.7 Unavailable Opportunities on Manage My Opportunities

Unavailable Opportunities for assignments, mentors, mentoring programs, and job roles are now clearly identified on 
the Manage My Opportunities page. Employees can then decide what they would like to do with these Unavailable 
Opportunities such as removing them from their Opportunities or Bookmarks Tab.

This enhancement makes it clearer to employees seeking Opportunities that items that they may have been interested 
in are no longer available – previously, this was not clearly identifiable. 

2.5 Enhanced Capability Filters in Opportunity Marketplace 

When employees are browsing for opportunities, they are now able to enter up to 10 capabilities to aid in filtering 
to the most meaningful assignments. This can be done through the Opportunity Marketplace landing page and the 
‘broaden your experience’ page.

The Opportunities will display based on all capabilities they have been mapped to, and employees can filter and refine 
their search by selecting one or multiple capabilities.
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2.8 Role Details Page in Opportunity Marketplace 

The Role Details Page is another new page which has been added within Opportunity Marketplace. The page displays 
recommended job roles which can then be bookmarked, added as a target role within the Career Worksheet (for 
customers using this component of the Career Development Module) or remove the role once it has been added.

The Role Details Page contains information including the job role description, mapped capabilities, and 
recommendation reasons. The role description and capability information is coming from Job Profile Builder and the 
Centre of Capabilities.

If the employee adds a job role as a target role, a link is provided through to the Career Worksheet for the employee 
to start bench marking themselves against that role and seeing where their growth areas may be or initiating a role 
readiness assessment. 

This release item enforces the link between the Career Development Module and the Opportunity Marketplace and for 
the end user to put forward recommendations for them to consider in their development path.

3. Mentoring and Learning Integrations

3.1 Enhancements to the Manage My Opportunities Page

Employee’s can now manage any self-assigned opportunities from Opportunity Marketplace or SuccessFactors 
Learning through the ‘Manage My Opportunities’ page.

From the ‘Manage My Opportunities’ page, the Program type and Curriculum Requirement are now available for all 
course types that became available in the H2 2021 release. There is now also an ‘assign to me’ button available for 
Program.

These enhancements purely improve the usability for employees and tighten the integration to SuccessFactors 
Learning so that there is less need to ‘jump’ around in the solution.

Another good call out at this point is that any customers on vSaaS can move towards Opportunity Marketplace once 
they are upgraded to the 1H 2022 Learning release.

3.2 Cancel and End Mentoring Relationships through Manage my 
Opportunities

For customers using both Mentoring and Opportunity Marketplace, the integration between these two modules has 
been tightened through this release, and the navigation is simplified. 

Through the ‘Manage My Opportunities’ page, if an employee has requested someone to be their mentor, this request 
can now be cancelled through the same page. If a mentoring relationship has already been established, they can also 
end the relationship through the Manage My Opportunities page.

This enhancement just means that instead of having to navigate to the ‘Mentoring’ module to complete the above 
actions, they can now be actioned directly within Opportunity Marketplace.
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3.3 New Mentor Details Page in Opportunity Marketplace

A new page has been added within Opportunity Marketplace, where employees can view details of recommended 
mentors, bookmark mentors, submit or cancel mentoring requests, check mentoring status, and end mentoring 
relationships. 

Employees can view information about their mentor such as basic information for example job title, location, mentoring 
program and contact information. They can also view capability information including which capabilities match that of 
their own. 

This new page allows employees to get a full picture of options for mentoring, but also managing their existing 
mentoring relationship. Like the above release item, this tightens the integration with the Mentoring module and also 
negates the need to move from Opportunity Marketplace to the Mentoring module to complete any mentoring actions.

Figure 8 – Mentor Details Page within Opportunity Marketplace

Figure 7 – End Mentoring Relationship from ‘Manage My Opportunities’
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Figure 9 – Mentor Page on iOS Mobile Application

4. Opportunity Marketplace on Mobile

4.1 Recommended Mentors and Mentoring Programs Now on Mobile

Within the iOS and Android mobile applications, mentor and mentoring program recommendations can now be sent 
through the mobile app through the ‘Connect with People’ section. 

When the recommendations are viewed on the Mentors tab, recommended mentors will be shown based on the 
preferences that they have selected and the programs that they have joined. You can then select mentors to view 
some information about the mentor such as their contact information and key capability information which aligns with 
that of the mentee. Sign up forms for mentoring programs are also supported through the mobile application.

On the Programs tab, recommended Programs will be shown that may be beneficial for their Career Development. 

This new enhancement allows key mentoring activities to still take place on the go which will be particularly good for 
organisations that have a remote or roaming workforce. 
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4.2 Enhanced Assignment Settings on Mobile 

On both iOS and Android mobile applications, employees can now view assignments based upon assignment type, 
and also view by participation percentage for part-time assignments so that employees are clear on what their capacity 
would be should they take on the assignment.

This information has been added to offer employees multidimensional information about assignments and allow them 
to filter more easily to find assignments which are most appropriate for them.

4.3 View Postings and Manage Applicants on Mobile

Through the Mobile Application on both iOS and Android, assignment owners can have oversight and take action on 
assignments that they currently have posted. They are able to view all assignment postings that they have issued.

Through the Postings Overview page within the Applicants section, the assignment owner is able to see a list of 
applicants they have applied to their Assignments. For each applicant, they are able to see detailed information about 
the applicant and the relevant capability information for them to assess whether they want to flag the candidate as a 
favourite or initiate an offer on the spot. 

This enhancement allows assignment owners to get updated on their posted assignments whilst on the go, and initiate 
offers as soon as they identify the right candidate.

5. Conclusion

This release brings a lot of new functionality for Opportunity Marketplace, introducing both enhanced navigation, 
tighter integration with the Talent Modules and increased mobile capability to support the team on the go.

SAP Opportunity Marketplace is expected to be  a key initiative from SAP for the coming 12 months and you will 
continue to see them expand this functionality and offering. 

If you are interested in seeing or hearing more about Opportunity Marketplace and what it can offer your organisation, 
please reach out to our team.
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1. Introduction

SAP has again introduced a lot of useful enhancements and innovations, both for end users and administrators. In this 
article I would like to highlight the key changes introduced by SAP in this release. The enhancements are in the areas 
of Clock in Clock Out and Time Sheet user interface.

.
2. Clock in Clock Out

Clock in Clock out is a feature part of the SuccessFactors Time Tracking solution which enables customers to track 
employee time recorded using clock terminals and mobile devices. The important enhancements in this release are 
below.

2.1 Capturing location in Clock In Clock Out

It is now possible to identify the geographical coordinates of the location from where employees clock their time using 
the Clock in Clock Out action from their mobile device.

Once the Location Capture feature is enabled, all employees of the Clock In Clock Out Group are provided with a 
consent form on their SuccessFactors mobile application, to capture their location when recording a time event. The 
location includes the street and city name along with the latitude and longitude coordinates. However, the Location 
Capture isn’t available for the web version of Clock In Clock Out solution.

This feature is very useful for those customers who have mainly field-based employees, for example, those in the 
construction industry, Oil & Gas Distribution industry etc. 

When your team works on the field, tracking employee location gives you visibility of how your team moves from client 
site to client site. This means you can track their time and attendance based on their locations without needing to 
travel to each site yourself. The data collected is also used for purposes like auditing, safety, accountability, efficiency, 
mileage tracking, productivity, and so on.

Figure 1 – Clock Time on Mobile with Location Capture
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2.2 Multiple Language options for Clock in Clock Out 

Time administrators can now add translations to the title, when they create a Time Event Type or a Clock In Clock 
Out Group. Such translated text allows the users to view the time event types in the language of their choice when 
recording time events using the Web or Mobile version of Clock In Clock Out. 

It is also possible to specify a default value in the language that is set by the user in their respective language settings. 
These are very useful for organisations who have their workforce spread over different geographical regions.

Figure 2 – Time Event Details Screen for Mobile Time Sheet

Figure 3 – Creating a Time Event Type
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Figure 4 – Translations added to Time Event Type ‘Break’

3. Time Sheet

Time Sheet is a feature in Employee Central that allow employees to enter their working time or over time directly in 
Employee Central and allows customers to track the employee working hours. There are a lot of key enhancements in 
this area within this release.

3.1 Automatic Detection of Late Comers 

A new time valuation type has been introduced that supports automatic detection of late comers. This new time 
valuation type, called Filter Single Records from Input Groups, allows you to compare specific clock times from input 
groups with defined clock times in a comparison group. The time valuation type supports the following types of late 
comers:

• Employees who clock in after the start of their planned working time.
• Employees who record time before their planned working time and then clock in again after the start of their 

planned working time.

You can now compare single clock times from an input group with values in a comparison group. Previously, you could 
only determine if segments in the comparison group overlapped with segments in an input group.
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Figure 5 – New Valuation Type “Filter Single Records from Input Groups“

Figure 6 – Recording of an allowance with decimal values

3.2 Enhanced Allowance Recording

It is now possible to configure an allowance type, where employees can record the quantity (decimal value) rather 
than the duration (number of hours) of an allowance. For example, the number of meal allowances or the distance of a 
business trip. Previously, employees could only record allowances in hours.

These values can then be easily integrated with Employee Central Payroll or SAP HCM Payroll to calculate allowance 
benefits based on the rate per mile or the daily meal allowance rate. This will remove some of the manual payroll 
activities, thereby improving the time and accuracy in payroll.

Moreover, you can now activate the Cost Centre field in the Allowances section of the Time Sheet user interface, 
which means you can record any deviating cost centres for the allowance.
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Figure 7 – Creation of Allowance Type with additional unit types

Figure 8 – Time Event Details-Now

3.3 Enhanced Display of Clock In Clock Out Data

The Time Sheet user interface can now show the external name of the time type rather than the external code of the 
time type when a terminal generates the time event. As a result, when a terminal generates a time event and the time 
type information is available, the user interface now shows the external name of the time type. Previously, the user 
interface showed the external code of the time type. 

Often the external codes did not make any sense to the ordinary user, and hence this is a good enhancement 
aimproving the user experience by clarifying and providing the external name.
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Figure 9 – Time Event Details-Before

Figure 10 – Create button is deactivated in Time Event Details

Another enhancement made to the Time Sheet user interface is the deactivation of the Create and Delete buttons 
for time events when users can’t maintain their time sheet. Previously, these buttons were active even though users 
couldn’t maintain their time sheets. These improvements enhance the user experience of the Time Sheet user 
interface.
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3.4 Warnings Based on Time Collectors

It is now possible to create warnings and alerts based on time collectors. 

For example, you could be using a time collector to count how often employees clock in too late in each month. If 
an employee clocks in too late more than three times, you want to notify that employee. However, you don’t want to 
prevent your employee from recording time because of clocking in too late more than three times. 

In such a case, you create a warning that is shown if the number of late clock-in times in the time collector exceeds 
three. The warning is shown to the employee on the Time Sheet UI, and it’s shown as an alert on the Admin Alerts UI.

Previously, you could only create errors based on time collectors. Errors block users because users need to resolve 
them before they can continue.

This is a very useful enhancement for the Time Administrators in time tracking.

Figure 11 – New Message Type for ‘Alert and Warning’

Figure 12 – Warning Message based on Time collector
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3.5 Scheduled Breaks and Flex time segments on Non-Working Days

As of this release, Time valuations will now consider scheduled breaks and flex time bandwidth segments of non-
working day models by default. Previously, such segments were ignored.

It will now support scenarios that include scheduled breaks and flex time bandwidth segments on non-working days.

3.6 Additional Functionality on the New Time Sheet user interface

Many customers use custom fields and field criteria on the old Time Sheet UI. SAP now supports required custom 
fields for allowances and field criteria for a number of scenarios in the new Time Sheet user interface. 

The URL of the new Time Sheet user interface has also changed, due to technical reasons. Custom tiles that use the 
old URL will stop working.

Figure 13 – Scheduled breaks on a non-working day

Figure 14 – New Timesheet User Interface
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4. Other enhancements

As of this release, it is now possible to use the Clock In Clock Out Employee Full Synchronisation Details object to 
perform a full synchronisation of employees from Employee Central to Clock In Clock Out.

Another improvement made is in the time off functionality. There is an enhancement made in the validation error 
message based on country-specific rules on the absence form while creating absences during the split and delimit 
scenarios. This is done by specifying details about absence linking and country/region-specific fields in the error 
messages.

5. Conclusion

SAP continues to enhance the Employee Central Time Management solution and meet the customer requirements in 
the best possible way. 

Hope you were able to get a good overview of the key enhancements in this current release.

https://zalaris.com/
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1. Introduction

The first of the biannual release for 2022 has introduced a familiar set of changes in Employee Central Payroll 
including enhancements to:

• The employee and user experience 
• Integration and replication
• Localised legal changes

All of which show that SAP continue to enhance and improve the product demonstrating excellent response to 
customer feedback and continued investment to develop the Employee Central Payroll product.

For the employee and user experience, SAP strive to ensure that the Employee Central Payroll product stands out 
from the rest. I would encourage readers to take particular note of the enhancements available for the user and in the 
Payroll Control Center (PCC) detailed in section 3, particularly around MyForms and Analytics Designer capabilities. 
There are a wealth of features available for PCC to make your version of the User App and Payroll Control Center work 
for you and I feel that many customers are not taking full advantage of these capabilities.

For any further detail on any of these updates, head over to the SAP What’s New Viewer and choose Product: 
Employee Central Payroll.

2. Security enhancements

2.1 Single Sign-On

Multi-Factor authentication requires the user to provide two or more verification factors to gain access to a resource. 
You can now setup single sign-on as well as multi-factor authentication in Employee Central Payroll. This additional 
security feature is a welcome new addition which adds extra layers of authentication to the SAP secure login client 
through the SAP GUI.

Watch the video here

2.2 Push Replication

The push replication framework has been enhanced so that the user who executes the web service does not need to 
have the same authorisations as the technical user who setup the point-to-point replication.

Push replication is already supported for events such as hire, rehire or terminate. This change is purely for the 
technical background settings of master data push replication and does not affect the end user.

Figure 1 – Master Data Push Replication

https://zalaris.com/
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3. The Employee and User Experience 

3.1 Employee Experience - My Forms

Having the ability to use the My Forms (Fiori 2.0) app in Employee Central Payroll has opened the floodgates for 
developing consultants. This ability enables an exceptional employee experience providing individual customers take 
advantage of this enhancement by setting up their system to suit their own needs.

Employees will be able to download and print a selected PDF form. This could be employee data, payroll or tax 
related.

To implement this on your system landscape, SAP Fiori has to be enabled and meet the required product version 
stack. 

3.2 User Experience - Payroll Control Center

3.2.1 Analytics Designer

With the new object type “analytics designer” there is further flexibility to design better layouts for root cause analysis. 
Once the analytics designer has been assigned to validation rules, payroll administrators and process managers can 
drill down to the root cause of an alert on the Alert Details page in My Alerts and the Monitoring step in My Processes. 
There are three layouts to choose from.

• Program output
• Table with row templates
• Label-value pairs

In practise, this will be a more useable, friendlier interface with which to setup the alerts analysis, rather than having to 
write code as previously. Once setup, payroll process managers and payroll administrators can drill down to the root 
cause of an alert.

Figure 2 – Sample country specific tax related form

https://zalaris.com/
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Figure 3 – Analytics Designer option to display program output.

Figure 4 – Workplace Pension Plan Replication.

3.2.2 Manage Configuration

Objects like validation rules, KPI’s and analytics in Manage Configuration now has default logic implementation and 
lock entry management available. 

• Default logic implementation: This is delivered to meet customer needs for most of the validation rules and KPI’s. 
Customers can use these to setup validation rules and KPI types without having to write any code. 

• Lock Entry Management: The Admin Transaction Report can now be used to unlock objects in Manage 
Configuration.

4. Integration/Point to Point Replication

4.1 Workplace Pension Integration

Workplace Pension Plan now replicates Employer Contribution Amount, Employer Contribution Percentage and 
Additional Voluntary Contribution from Employee Central to Employee Central Payroll.

To replicate Employer Contribution, the payment entry is created in Recurring Information for Benefit Integration. To 
replicate Additional Voluntary Contribution, the payment entry is created in Recurring Deduction object.

https://zalaris.com/
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4.2 Local Authority Integration Improvements: E-Filing United Kingdom

A new package has been released e-Filing of Employees’ Payments and Deductions 2022-23 (United Kingdom) which 
supports the communication with the government gateway. The enhancement updates the integration flows based on 
the e-Filing legal changes.

4.3 Combined Point to Point Replication

Multiple point to point configurations can now be combined into a single replication job, retaining the flexibility 
customers enjoy with the individual configurations.

Previously, it was only possible to handle replication of each Config ID separately. Now Employee Central to Employee 
Central Payroll integration for multiple countries can be handled as a single job. This avoids scheduling additional jobs 
for each Config ID or running manual replications for testing purposes multiple times.

See configurations ID’s in view T77SFEC_PTP_COCL.

Figure 5/6 – Combining configurations

https://zalaris.com/
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4.4 Integrating with Multiple Payroll Solutions

There has been an enhancement to the OAuth (authorisation framework) configuration to support the connection of 
one Employee Central instance to multiple SAP Payroll solutions by country/region. Another welcome addition for 
customers with multi-country implementations who might want to choose a different payroll offering to integrate with 
in different countries. E.g. you could integrate with Employee Central Payroll in one country and the Zalaris partner 
managed cloud offering in another country.

Photo - Sniff out the best partner managed cloud payroll offering with Zalaris.

https://zalaris.com/
https://zalaris.com/payroll/cloud-payroll/
https://zalaris.com/payroll/cloud-payroll/
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4.5 Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) Element for Cost Assignment

In the last release, H2 2021, the basic extensibility mapping config was updated to allow replication into the fields 
Internal Order and Work Breakdown Structure Element of Cost Distribution.

Following on from that, this update sees the replication of Employee Cost Assignment and One-Time Payments 
enhanced. The addition of the standard field WBS element to the replication framework means that in practice, cost 
assignments can now be maintained with the WBS element and replicated to Additional Payments (Infotype 0015) and 
Cost Distribution (Infotype 0027) in Employee Central Payroll.

Screenshot 7,8 – Replicating WBS Element from Employee Cost Assignment to Additional Payments

https://zalaris.com/
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5. New Local Version for Romania

Employee Central customers with a presence in Romania will be pleased to learn that in this new release, there is now 
a version for Romania. 

Replication has been enabled so customers will be able to run Employee Central Payroll for Romania, and this 
by definition includes the replication of country/region specific employee master data from Employee Central to 
Employee Central Payroll. Included in this is Personal Information, Address Information, Contract Elements and 
Dependents Information. There are also new work permit document types available.

6. Summary of Country Specific Changes

There are several new fields and integrations available in localised versions.

Country Detail

Argentina, Canada and the USA New Gender field in Global Information and Personal Information. The new picklist 
values are:
• Male
• Female
• Non-Binary

Australia The Tax File Number (TFN) on SuccessFactors Onboarding is now 
integrated with Employee Central Payroll

Brazil, Chile, France, Italy, Vene-
zuela

Localised Biographical Information section has been added to the 
Biographical Information block and picklists have been provided.

Canada Field ‘Classification Group’ added to Job Classification

Canada Changes to the employment equity regulations and employment equity reporting

Chile Replication of Time Account information to Absence Quota (2006), Time Quota 
Compensation (0416) and Absences (2001) is now available.

Germany ‘eAU Exclusion Reason’ field added (electronic certificate of incapacity to work) in 
Absences

Hungary New data sheet at termination of employees for 2022

Italy Changes of the Certificatione Unica (CU) for 2022

Philippines New personal document type ‘Persons with Disabilities (PWD ID) is 
added to the picklist ID permitdoctype. This can be enabled in the 
Picklist Center

Poland New tax forms for 2021

Saudi Arabia Job Information – Employee Notice Period 
Also using: Legal Entity Data, Global Information

United Arab Emirates Changes on the regulation of labour relations in the private sector

United Kingdom More than one value of student loan can be selected in the Onboarding Form 
Starter Checklist. This is a follow up to the integration framework change in the 
last release.

https://zalaris.com/
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7. Conclusion

In this release, we see a further natural evolution of the Employee Central Payroll product. It is clear that SAP are 
dedicated to growing and innovating this product further to align with its highly successful SuccessFactors Employee 
Central product.

I am particularly pleased to see the response to customers who choose to run Employee Central globally and may 
have several instances or requirements to integrate with different cloud payroll solutions in different countries, allowing 
customers flexibility in this regard.

At Zalaris, our customers continue to challenge us with requirements for advanced HXM products that improve the 
end-user experience. As an SAP gold partner using our Partner Managed Cloud agreement, we are delighted to be 
able to offer Employee Central Payroll under our own instance. The economies of scale benefit, enables us to manage 
and develop a single payroll platform cost effectively for our customers.

https://zalaris.com/
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1. Introduction

The 1H 2022 SAP SuccessFactors release focusses on bringing a lot more functionality and options for customers 
within the Reward & Recognition component of the Compensation module. The new features provide flexibility for 
customers to manage multiple types of recognition programs, and for customers who are currently using a third party 
solution for their Reward & Recognition needs, now may be the time to revisit what SuccessFactors can offer.

The release also brings enhancements to the Compensation Templates and following on from the last release, they 
are continuing to enhance the Administration side of Compensation with a focus on bringing more functionality to the 
administrators and in turn adding more security to allow customers to control who can access sensitive information 
within Compensation Administration.

2. Reward & Recognition

As mentioned above – Reward & Recognition is certainly a key focus this half with SAP really broadening what is 
offered in this sub-module of Compensation. 

2.1 Additional Guidelines Configuration for Spot Award Program

Leveraging an Employee Central field, you can now configure additional guidelines for when nominations are given. 
This could use for example, Country/Business Unit/Department and then allow you to have a difference guideline 
recommendation based on this. 

This feature brings more flexibility for customers on how they set up their award guidelines and allows for localised 
recommendations and more granular distribution.

Figure 1 – Spot Award Guidelines Setup with Additional Criteria included

https://zalaris.com/
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2.2 Milestone Awards for Life Events

For customers who use the Employee Central standard ‘date of birth’ field, you are now able to create milestone 
awards for employee’s birth anniversaries using the Life Events feature.

The Life Event feature automates the recognition of birthdays to help ensure that key events for your employees are 
not missed.

2.3 Create Multiple Redemption Wallets from Reward & Recognition Admin

It is now possible to create multiple wallets for Award Programs to reward, using different point types and how those 
points are redeemed.

A wallet is used to store accumulated reward points that an employee earns and can then redeem for rewards. By 
creating multiple redemption wallets, different award programs can then offer employees rewards with different 
point types and redemption options. For example, a Health and Wellness awards program could be configured to 
reward a Health and Wellness point type. The point type is then associated with a Health and Wellness wallet and the 
redemption options are appropriate for an employee’s wellbeing.

The ability to create multiple wallets allows much greater flexibility whilst also simplifying the process for award 
program administrators. The option to encourage appropriate reward redemptions is also very appealing to ensure 
that your reward programs are really driving the desired outcomes.

Figure 2 – Life Event Program Setup

https://zalaris.com/
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2.4 New Reporting and Forecasting Reports for Milestone Awards

Milestone awards were introduced to automatically reward employees for work anniversaries or other event 
milestones. The new reporting which has been introduced, allows administrators to create and download a report 
for a Country/Region for a specific milestone awarded, to review past awards given and predict future awards, and 
therefore the necessary budgets required to cover these awards.

SAP have introduced this reporting capability as the Milestone awards are created to be automatically rewarded when 
certain conditions are met. With this new reporting feature, it allows you to monitor the awards by Country/Region and 
allow better budgeting and expenditure forecasting.

3. Compensation Administration

3.1 Role-Based Permissions Access to Compensation Lookup Tables

It is now possible to enable role-based permissions to control who can view Compensation lookup tables within 
Compensation Admin. For companies that have de-centralised administration or who have Country specific 
administrators, this allows you to control which administrators can see which specific lookup tables. Previously, lookup 
tables were available to all Compensation Administrators within the environment.

This feature is long awaited and has been introduced as a result of multiple requests from the Customer Influence 
Ideas. Another way I can see this being used is to control access to lookup tables from previous years just to ensure 
that data integrity remains as the solution is used year on year.

Figure 3 – Milestone Award Report and Forecast

Figure 4 – Lookup table permissions with Role-Based Permissions

https://zalaris.com/
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Figure 5 – The Newly added Import button on the Variable Pay tab of a Total Compensation template

3.2 Updating Total Compensation Worksheets Through Import

You can now update Variable Pay data included in a Total Compensation template worksheet through Executive 
Review import and export feature. This means you can export the data from Executive Review into Microsoft Excel, 
edit data within both standard and custom entry editable fields, and import the updated worksheet back into Executive 
Review.

This feature has long been available for the Compensation element of Total Compensation templates (and 
standard Compensation templates) but the import button has newly been added to the Variable Pay tab of the Total 
Compensation template.

This feature is good for many situations but should always be used with caution and we typically don’t recommend it 
be built in as standard practice, but rather use it on a case-by-case basis to aid in situations where manual review in 
the system is not appropriate.

3.3 Filter Compensation Plans in Compensation Home by Template Type

Compensation Administrators can now filter which Compensation templates they view based upon the type of 
template such as Compensation, Total Compensation and Variable Pay. 

For customers that have multiple types of templates and have been using the solution for some time, they end up with 
a lot of templates within Compensation Administration. This enhancement allows the administrators to easily filter and 
locate the relevant plans they are looking for.

https://zalaris.com/
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4. Compensation Worksheet Updates

4.1 New Filter Options for Compensation Plans

For Compensation Planners who use the Executive Review feature, they now have the option to apply an Employee 
Name and Compensation Rating filter to their Compensation Plan. 

These filters will be available when you go to apply a filter within the Executive Review. The Employee Name filter will 
only show employees names who are within the planners target population.

These new filters will further improve the experience for those planners who use Executive Review to allow them to 
filter and review the employees they are wanting to, quickly and easily. 

Figure 7 – Employee Name Filter within Executive Review

Figure 6 – Compensation Plan template filter within Compensation Administration

https://zalaris.com/
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5. Conclusion

This release for Compensation has heavily been focussed around improving and expanding on the Reward & 
Recognition functionality which will allow many customers to re-assess the functionality as to whether it meets their 
needs, and may result in moving away from other third party solutions. The Wallet feature is one that brings a lot more 
flexibility and also provides more of a purpose to the reward programs in place. 

From a Compensation perspective, SAP have continued the theme from 1H 2021 and added more features to improve 
the experience for the Compensation Administrators along with a couple of very useful enhancements for end users. 

If you are interested in exploring the Rewards & Recognition feature more, please reach out to our team.

4.2 Help Text for Column Fields within the Compensation Template

For me, this is almost one of my favourite items within the release for Compensation as it is something that customers 
have asked me about with nearly every implementation. Within Design Worksheet, a Compensation Administrator can 
now add help text to column fields in multiple languages.

The help text is supported within Executive Review and worksheets within this release, and assists planners in 
understanding the context of what is contained in the column - such as the value or calculation, or to explain 
compensation specific terms. It also helps provide clarity for planners from other Countries/Regions.

When a column is added to the Plan template, you then have the option to add help text and include for multiple 
languages/locales. It is important to note this will only apply for newly launched worksheets and not worksheets 
launched previously, and it is supported for a maximum of 10 fields per template (across all tabs) so you will need to be 
selective around where you apply this.

Figure 8 – Compensation Column Help Text

https://zalaris.com/
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1. Introduction

The 1H 2022 release of SuccessFactors, sees new integrations in Time Data and Master Data integration, and 
additional support for X.509 certificate-based authentication. As mentioned in previous updates, the support of basic 
HTTP authentication is coming to an end soon, so make sure you review your existing integrations with a view to 
upgrading them to more secure authentication methods.

2. Employee Central Payroll Integration

To improve the security of the point-to-point integration from Employee Central to Employee Central Payroll, 
authentication can now be configured to use X.509 certificates.

The point-to-point configuration report (transaction HRSFEC_PTP_CONFIG) has been enhanced to add a new option- 
‘Connect with X.509 certificate’ - as seen below:

Figure 1 - Enhancement to the HRSFEC_PTP_CONFIG point-to-point configuration report

Note that there are some limitations at present- the X.509 certificate authentication does not currently work with APIs 
that use ODATA V4, and not all Employee Centra data centres currently support this method of authentication. Further 
information is expected in the 2H 2022 release. 

https://zalaris.com/
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Figure 2- Bank Master Data integration

3. SAP Master Data Integration

A new integration allows bank data that is mastered on a SAP S/4HANA system to be sent to an Employee Central 
system. This is a useful synchronization to have, as the integration of employee data between EC and SAP S/4HANA 
often sees errors due to missing bank data on the receiving system. Note that to use this integration, you should 
disable any country-specific validation rules on the bank routing number in EC.

4. Time Data Replication

New integrations have been developed to support the integration of time accounts and related information, time sheet 
and planned working time, from SuccessFactors to SAP ERP HCM.

These integrations populate the following infotypes on SAP ERP HCM:
• Attendances - IT2002
• Substitutions - IT2003
• Time Accounts - IT2005
• Time Quota Compensation - IT0416

This extends the scope of the time data integration, which currently only extends to Absences (IT2001) and 
Attendances (IT2002) and the creation of Work Schedule (IT0007) data via the Employee integration.

This feature is currently in Early Adoption phase and is not generally available. If you are interested in trying this 
feature as an Early Adopter, contact the Time Management Forum of the Customer Community.

5. API

SAP are introducing rate limiting on API usage in SuccessFactors HXM Suite. The limit will be 40 calls per second 
for ODATA APIs and 20 calls per second for SFAPIs. Exceeding these limits will result in a 429 response (Too Many 
Requests) and a Retry After header. This limiting helps to protect the API servers against malicious attacks and abuse. 

We are now approaching the end of support for basic HTTP authentication for APIs. This means that any integrations 
where you use the basic user/password authentication must be adapted to use more secure methods such as X.509 
certificates. The timeline for this is as follows:

https://zalaris.com/
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End of Development: November 20, 2020 (SAP stops enhancements. You can continue to use basic HTTP 
authentication at this point but should plan to upgrade soon)
End of Maintenance: May 19, 2023 (SAP will no longer fix bugs or patch after this date)
Deleted:  November 17, 2023 (At this point, basic HTTP authentication will no longer work)

6. Data Import and Export

SAP continue to extend the use of Centralized Services when importing data into SuccessFactors, either via the 
Import Data transaction or by API. The use of Centralized Services means improved error handling, identical record 
suppression, and support for Business Rules to run during the import process. 

In the 1H 2022 release, Centralized Services is now enabled by default, but can be opted out via an admin setting, for 
the following imports:
• Compensation info
• Global Assignment info
• Recurring Pay Components

The following imports now use Centralized Services by default without the possibility of opting out:
• Job History 
• Job Relationships

7. Conclusion

The new functionality for Time Data integration is a welcome addition, and forms part of what is now a powerful suite 
of integrations that will allow customers to extend the range of Time Management functions available to employees 
on SuccessFactors. Many of the updates in this 1H 2022 release, highlight SAP’s continued focus on the security and 
reliability of API web services- always welcome to see, but make sure that you review your own integrations to make 
sure that these changes will not cause any problems for your integration scenarios.

https://zalaris.com/
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1. Introduction

As organisations grow, reliably managing HR enquiries at scale becomes more pressing. That is where SAP’s 
Employee Central Service Centre solution for SuccessFactors comes into play. It allows HR to provide a single hub 
through which to provide support to colleagues and through which HR can track queries and activities to ensure they 
are dealt with in a timely and professional manner.

The solution is component-based, and as well as some general SuccessFactors infrastructure, it relies specifically 
on Employee Central and the SAP Cloud for Customer (C4C) system’s service functionality. As a result, the solution 
benefits from quarterly updates for Cloud for Customer and bi-annual SuccessFactors updates. In this post, I will look 
at how the updates to Cloud for Customer in Q1 and Q2 2022 and the Employee Central Service Centre specific 
updates to Employee Central come together for the 1H 2022 SuccessFactors update.

2. A New Knowledge Base Option

In this new release, SAP enables SAP Workzone for HR as a knowledge base option for use with Employee Central 
Service Centre. This option is the natural successor to SAP Jam, previously the default choice for Employee Central 
Service Centre knowledge base use.

I was concerned when SAP Jam was removed from the price list, and the knowledge base functionality was not then 
available through SAP Workzone for HR, but it seems that this has ultimately been rectified.

Knowledge base functionality is one of my favourite features of Employee Central Service Centre. I wish more 
customers would make use of it as it has the potential to yield such a high return on investment. However, I would 
love for Employee Central Service Centre to come with a basic knowledge base option as a standard feature with 
no additional product dependency. While tickets are their own form of knowledge base, standardising and having 
more of a living document approach can bring more significant benefits. Maintaining a single source of truth through 
knowledge base entries allows information to be kept up to date, whereas a ticket will always be a snapshot solution 
at that point in time it was resolved. Centralising to a knowledge base also enables a consensus to be made on what 
the ideal response/approach/answer is.

Remember that the best ticket does not need to be created because the employee already has the answer.

3. Microsoft Teams Integration

Another new integration, this time focused solely on the HR service desk user interface and introduced in the Cloud 
for Customer Q1 release, is that of Microsoft Teams. This update allows appropriately authorised users to create new 
teams or channels in a team, within Microsoft Teams, from a list or object within Cloud for Customer. This process 
establishes a relationship between something within Cloud for Customer and the channel/team within Microsoft 
Teams. The connection can also be established in the opposite direction, making the association from within a channel 
or new team in Microsoft Teams.

Once established, the Cloud for Customer information is surfaced within Microsoft Teams, providing ready access 
to the information without necessarily needing to navigate away into a separate system to discover it. An element of 
contextual computing in action.

I would not envisage this being used for a single ticket unless it was something of large significance and would 
be ongoing for a particularly long time. However, this is a valuable option for HR team meetings where tickets are 
discussed. Accessing ticket queue listings within the meeting platform would keep things in context for attendees. 
It neatly matches how Zalaris UK’s own Application Management Support (AMS) team conduct their ticket meetings. 
Only the HR-specific nature of the tickets is different; the good practice management processes remain the same.

https://zalaris.com/
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Figure 1 – Machine Learning Summarisation

Bringing integration like this to Employee Central Service Centre allows the latest information to be presented to 
the user in the context of their collaborative working, utilising a familiar platform and one that is ubiquitous in a large 
proportion of organisations across the globe. I like this approach of opening up solutions to existing collaboration 
platforms rather than the previous SAP approach of linking only to SAP Jam. Even SAP Jam’s successor, SAP 
WorkZone for HR, integrates with these other collaboration platforms. Being able to integrate and flexibly bring the 
best features together gives me a sense of optimism for the future of SAP HR solutions. Breaking down the silo walls 
and truly integrating into the modern worker’s collaboration tools is a journey I am happy to see SAP has embarked 
upon.

4. Summarisation Through Machine Learning

This new feature utilises machine learning, and therefore it will only be available to organisations where the 
appropriate licensing is in place. The feature applies machine learning to provide a text summary on e-mail and 
internal memo entries on tickets in Cloud for Customer. When the user hovers their mouse pointer over a heading, a 
summary will be presented in a box that hovers over the text. This box presents like a tooltip in a desktop application.

SAP has indicated that this is intended to allow Cloud for Customer users to scan through the timeline details more 
quickly. This explanation does not entirely convince me, as it takes a moment for the text to appear as you move 
the mouse pointer. SAP has not mentioned if this applies to portal entries such as those received via Ask HR, the 
employee user interface for Employee Central Service Centre. I guess its efficacy will come from how effectively it can 
summarise the text, and to an extent, that will be related to the volume and complexity of the ticket’s content. It will be 
interesting to see how well this works in a production environment.

I get the impression that this may be more of a first step application. It may just be SAP developers looking for an 
opportunity to apply the technology they have. Equally, it could be a precursor to other options, such as summarising 
the status and solution of an entire ticket. That could, in turn, yield new possibilities for identifying similar tickets based 
on sentiment and intent rather than simply common terms, phrases and ticket attributes. I am encouraged that it could 
well be the latter, and I will be keeping an eye on what SAP deliver next with machine learning in Cloud for Customer.

5. Edit Quick Link Cards

A small but helpful addition within Cloud for Customer in the Q2 release has been the option for administrators to edit 
quick link cards. Before this revision, these cards could be added and deleted but not edited. A strange oversight, 
but these small iterative changes do provide overall quality of life improvement for the use of the system by the 
administrators.
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6. Certificate-based Inter-system Authentication

At first glance, this feature may sound technical, and in reality, it is. But, the key takeaway is easily understood. 
SuccessFactors and Cloud for Customer now have a new option for confirming access between them.

The two systems previously had only the option of authenticating communications between one another 
through a basic authentication (a username and a password) technique. The update provides the choice to use a 
cryptographically secured certificate instead. Specifically, industry-standard X.509 certificates - just like those used to 
secure websites, including online shops and banks.

This thing helps IT security staff sleep at night, so it is probably the preferred approach for new implementations. If 
your system’s connectivity was previously set up with a suitably secured username and password (i.e. complex and not 
easily guessed/cracked), there should not be any rush to switch. But, through the natural course of security audits, if 
the use of basic authentication is queried, there is now the option to switch to certificate-based authentication.

7. Conclusion

There are certainly some attractive features listed above. Still, long-term readers of my updates on Employee Central 
Service Centre may note that the volume or enhancements being delivered to Employee Central Service Centre are 
in decline. As they did last year, SAP does seem to be still focusing a considerable amount of their Cloud for Customer 
development time and effort around (additional cost) add-ons over the core system.

While the core product is undoubtedly mature, I wonder if this is the right approach for a cloud system at the 
industry’s leading-edge? My current feeling is that it is not. At the very least, it does not seem to meet most customer 
expectations on that point. That much is obvious, and I still hope to see SAP redress that balance.

As I mentioned regarding the summarisation feature, I am optimistic that SAP will continue to leverage its advances in 
machine learning to improve support staff efficiency. Again, there is an additional cost to utilise the machine learning 
features. Such use probably only makes sense for larger organisations right now. However, we continue to see 
machine learning capabilities grow year after year. Even our mobile phones are applying on-device machine learning. 
Surely it can only be a short time until we start to see some of the machine learning coming to the core Cloud for 
Customer product as standard, with no additional licensing costs.

My final observation is that the steps SAP are taking around integration are the key aspects of this latest update to 
Employee Central Service Centre. From improving intra-system communication security to updating integrations to 
work with the latest and greatest products in the market, not just SAP products. This positive trend is one that I am 
sure many customers will be able to use. It is one which I hope will start a campaign of more flexible integration of HR 
systems and processes within organisations at an end-user access level, rather than the usual business process or 
system-level.

https://zalaris.com/
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Conclusion

With COVID still hanging over our everyday lives, many people (& organisations) are now affected by the war in 
Ukraine. With an ever more interconnected global economy, whether it be people, supplies or services, many of us 
will be directly impacted by these events. Many organisations have either had to, or have decided to, take unusual or 
innovative steps in their business operations. As an investor in people, Zalaris were delighted to become a partner for 
a great initiative supported by SAP to give opportunities to help refugees from Ukraine find a job in the SAP Partner 
Ecosystem – you can find out more at SAP Fresh Faces from Ukraine.

But what this yet again reminds us, is that there is little “usual” in “business as-usual”! With the 1H 2022 SuccessFactors 
release, we’ve seen some positive steps forward across the suite. It was only a year ago that Time Tracking was 
being released and already there have been huge gains in its capability, with this release brings concurrent absence 
handling and GPS location tracking when clocking. At Zalaris we are also particularly keeping an eye on all the 
developments in Opportunity Marketplace as we are keen to utilise the underlying skills and competency capabilities 
to underpin our own talent management ambitions. 

Many end customers/users upskill through a project deployment in conjunction with a partner. But did you know that 
SAP also have a wealth of “free” learning that you, as a customer, can utilise to learn about each of their solution 
areas via the SAP SuccessFactors Administrator Learning Centre (SFALC)? There are on-demand courses, and you 
can obtain a product-specific SAP SuccessFactors eXpert Accreditation (SFX). Since the SFX programme launched six 
years ago, SAP have had over 26,000 accreditations, with 6,500 in 2021 and over 1,500 already this year! While these 
accreditations aren’t designed to turn you into a configuration consultant, they will give you a good understanding of 
the product specific terminology and capability. Check them out!

Before I go, a reminder that there is a Universal update happening to the “new” Home Page changes coming in June 
(customers can view the timeline here). If you want to learn more about it, then I suggest reading my colleague’s 
article “SuccessFactors New ‘Reimagined’ Home Page”. Taking no action will probably result in a few unwanted 
outcomes; it will be better to resolve these ahead of the enforced update and manage the change seamlessly into 
your organisation.

With much uncertainty still around us all, please stay safe. We’ll be back later in the year, in November, for the 
2H 2022 update with more analysis and insights.

Until Next Time

I hope you have enjoyed our series of posts on the 1H 2022 release of SAP SuccessFactors. If you haven’t read the 
other posts yet, I encourage you to go back and see which areas spark your interest. 

I would like to take the opportunity to thank my #teamZalaris colleagues across the world, for their hard work in 
bringing you their insights. I also hope that the broader SAP SuccessFactors community has also found them useful. 
We would love to hear your feedback! (by email or via our social channels on LinkedIn or Twitter).

If you are interested in SAP SuccessFactors and our expertise across Scandinavia, Germany, Poland, Baltics, France, 
Australia, UK & Ireland, please reach out to us via our contact page or by email, and we look forward to speaking with 
you soon.

Preview instances of SuccessFactors were updated on 15th April 2022 and the production instances are due to be 
updated on 20th May 2022.
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Zalaris excels in delivering comprehensive HR and payroll services across 
the Northern Europe, UK, the Baltics and Poland. Our industry leadership 
position, however, goes beyond the borders and constraints of other 
providers to enable what matters most to our clients: maximising the 
value of human capital through excellence in HR processes.

• Scoping Services - for if you are thinking of moving to the HCM Cloud but  
 are unsure of where to start.
• Support Services - for if you are already using SAP SuccessFactors and 
 want a flexible support partner.
• Release Management Services - for if you are struggling to take advantage 
 of the quarterly innovations in SAP SuccessFactors.
• Business Process Services - for if you are looking for operational support  
 with your HCM processes.
• Training Services - for if you are not getting the most out your 
 SuccessFactors system.

Zalaris simplify HR and payroll administration, and 

empower you with useful information so that you can 

invest more in people. We are a leading service pro-

vider of Human Capital Management (HCM) solutions, 

serving more than 1.5 million employees monthly with 
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hold #1 or #2 positions in most of our markets, and 

carry over two decades of experience in transforming 

HR with our clients and support creating sustainable 
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information about us, go to zalaris.com.  
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